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12 Classic French Food-Wine Pairings
A perfect pairing can elevate both elements – here are a dozen favorites.

1. CHABLIS & OYSTERS
Chablis is a satellite region of Burgundy, known for its pure chardonnay wines made with little or no 
oak. Classic Chablis is full of tension, minerality, and zest. The soils of Chablis are rich in calcium 
and fossils from an ancient sea, making the pairing with oysters natural and perfect.

Most oyster dishes pair well with Chablis, but the simplest and finest match is raw.

Ansonia Ideas:  Gautheron   , Collet      |   Oyster Ideas:   Island Creek   , Norumbega

2. WHITE BURGUNDY & VEAL
White Burgundy is the highest expression of Chardonnay. Famous sources include Meursault, 
Chassagne-Montrachet, Puligny-Montrachet, St. Aubin, and Corton-Charlemagne. As long as the 
wine retains some acidity, it should match beautifully with the subtle, delicate flavors of the veal. 
We’ve linked our favorite stew below.

Ansonia Ideas:  Boyer-Martenot    , Morey    , Ravaut   , Gagnard    , Thomas    , Belland    

Veal Recipe:   Marcella Hazan’s Veal Stew with Sage, White Wine, and Cream

3. MUSCADET & MUSSELS

Muscadet is the refreshing, uncomplicated white wine made along the Loire River near the Atlantic 
Coast. With the ocean nearby, it’s a perfect match for shellfish, particularly oysters or mussels.

Ansonia Ideas:  Martin-Luneau    

Mussles Recipe:   Julia Child’s Moules Marinières

http://www.norumbegaoyster.com/
https://www.islandcreekoysters.com/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/gautheron/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/collet/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/boyer-martenot/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/morey/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/ravaut/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/gagnard/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/thomas/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/belland/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/marcella-hazan-veal-stew-cream-white-wine-sage.pdf
https://www.davidlebovitz.com/moules-frites-mussels-french-fries/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/loire/martin-luneau/
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4. SANCERRE & SOLE/FLOUNDER

Sancerre is pure Sauvignon Blanc, and our favorites (including those from neighboring Pouilly-
Fumé) are tank raised with no oak. Their combination of juicy grapefruit and mineral freshness 
matches beautifully with a fine fish in butter. Julia Child cites the combination as one of her favorites.

Ansonia Ideas:  Garenne   , Michot    

Sole Recipe:   Bon Appetit’s Sole Meunière

5. CONDRIEU & ASPARAGUS WITH HOLLANDAISE

Condrieu is the highest form of Viognier, a grape known for its viscous texture and explosive 
aromatics. Asparagus is famously difficult to pair with wine, but this combination elevates both. 
Make sure to use enough lemon in your hollandaise, and don’t overcook your asparagus.

Ansonia Ideas:  Bonnefond    

Recipe:   Bon Appetit’s Hollandaise

6. RED BURGUNDY & DUCK

Red Burgundy is the most complex and subtle expression of Pinot Noir. At its finest it combines 
delicate berry fruits with cool earthiness; as it ages red Burgundy picks up notes of underbrush, 
mushrooms and leather. Our favorite pairing is a carefully roasted duck breast, marrying the 
delicacy of red meat with a hint of gaminess.

Ansonia Ideas:  Gros   , Amiot   , Varoilles   , Quivy   , Belland   , Ravaut    

Duck Recipe:   Thomas Keller’s Pan Roasted Duck Breasts

https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/loire/garenne/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/loire/michot/
https://www.bonappetit.com/recipe/classic-sole-meuni-re
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/rhone/bonnefond/
https://www.bonappetit.com/recipe/classic-hollandaise
https://food52.com/recipes/21267-duck-breast-with-kohlrabi-mash-butter-braised-brussels-sprouts-vino-drizzle
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/gros/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/amiot/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/varoilles/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/quivy/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/belland/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/ravaut/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/
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7. SOUTHERN RHÔNE RED & STEW

Southern Rhone reds usually blend Grenache, Syrah, Mourvèdre, and other grapes. The resulting 
wines are bold and rich, with mouthfilling textures and dark, jammy notes. Most beef stews work 
well with these sturdy, cozy wines; one of our favorites comes from Patricia Wells, an expert in 
Provençal cooking.

Ansonia Ideas:  Goubert   , Souverain   , André   , Malmont   , Joncuas   , Mestre       

Stew Recipe:   Patricia Wells’s Daube au Vin Rouge

8. BEAUJOLAIS & COQ AU VIN

Beaujolais is the often-underestimated red from southern Burgundy. Made from pure Gamay, the 
wines are jubilant and easy to appreciate. The freshness in Beaujolais gives it plenty of tension to 
cut through the richness of stew, but the berry notes match better with chicken than beef or pork. 

Ansonia Ideas:  Perrachon   , Monnet    

Coq au Vin Recipe:   Julia Child’s Coq au Vin

9. NORTHERN RHÔNE SYRAH & LAMB

Northern Rhône Syrah is as subtle and elegant as the varietal gets, combining dark berry complexion 
with soaring, lightweight aromatics. Tasters often find notes of smoked meats, bacon, licorice, and 
cloves, and our favorite match for these is the subtle gaminess of lamb. 

Ansonia Ideas:  Bonnefond   , Saint-Clair   , Dumien-Serrette   , Tunnel    

Lamb Recipe:   Daniel Boulud’s Leg of Lamb

.

https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/rhone/goubert/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/rhone/souverain/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/rhone/andre/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/rhone/malmont/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/winemaker/#
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/rhone/mestre/
http://www.patriciawells.com/blog/2012/02/daube-au-vin-rouge-best-ever-beef-stew
https://www.thekitchn.com/recipe-review-julia-child-coq-au-vin-review-268072
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/perrachon/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/burgundy/monnet/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/rhone/bonnefond/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/rhone/saint-clair/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/winemaker/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/rhone/tunnel/
https://www.wsj.com/articles/a-regal-leg-of-lamb-1391699589
https://www.ansoniawines.com/
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10. BORDEAUX & STEAK

Steak pairs well with many reds from France, but our favorite match is Bordeaux. In particular, 
merlot-dominant Bordeaux from the right bank (Pomerol, St-Emilion) provides a juicy foil for the 
savory richness of fine steak. We recommend splurging on meat quality, and using crunchy flake 
salt for texture.

Ansonia Ideas:   Dauriac   , Fleuron de Liot   , Lafont-Menaut       

Steak Recipe:   Bon Appetit’s Perfect Steak

11. VIN JAUNE & COMTÉ

Vin Jaune is the oxidized, sherry-like wine made in France’s Jura region. It’s intense, unusual, and 
delicious: think notes of walnuts, dried fruit, anise, curry, pine, etc. It can be a bit abrupt on its own, 
but with cheese – specifically Comté from the same region – it is magical. 

Ansonia Ideas:  Ligier

Cheese Suggestion:   24-36 month Comté

12. SAUTERNES & ROQUEFORT

Sauternes is another idiosyncratic wine, but one with a long and famous history. A favorite wine of 
Thomas Jefferson, Sauternes is made from mold-covered shriveled up grapes just south of Bordeaux 
– it’s sweet, complex, and remarkable. Look for notes of apricot, pineapple, magon, ginger, caramel 
and honey. We suggest combining this moldy sweetness with some moldy saltiness: any blue cheese 
will do, but Roquefort will do best.

Ansonia Ideas:  Voigny    

Cheese Suggestion:   Roquefort (room temperature)

https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/bordeaux/dauriac/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/bordeaux/fleuron-de-liot/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/bordeaux/lafont-menaut/
https://www.bonappetit.com/test-kitchen/how-to/article/perfect-steak-recipe-video
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/other/ligier/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/product-category/bordeaux/voigny/
https://www.ansoniawines.com/



